
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• If according to the WHO (November estimate of serological data) 10% of 

the global population has been infected by SARS-cov2, which implies 
that the general Infection Fatality Rate is 0.14%, thus in the range of 
yearly flu and if according to the best estimate of CDC, IFR is less than 
0.5% for the ones aged below 70 and 5.4% for the ones above 70...  

• If the majority of the affected are asymptomatic, therefore not even 

able to recognise that they have a disease and majority of the 
symptomatic have only mild symptoms not necessitating hospitalization 
and many of them may not really spread the disease anyway…               
If covid immunity may last years or even decades…                           
If there are already safe treatments for the severe cases of covid-19 
that are endorsed by thousands of doctors & scientists worldwide and 
have already showed verifiable positive effects.... Then...  

• Why do we need to vaccinate the entire population, using an 

experimental technology that has never been before deemed safe 
enough to be used on humans, already caused numerous      
serious side effects, which in some cases went as far as      
neurological damage and death and has unknown long term effects, 
unknown impact on reproduction and unknown interactions with 
other vaccines and medication and which, anyway, may give only 
around 3 months of immunity?  

• Why do we need vaccines that were made to deal with SARS-Cov2 

infections, when we have already more than 40,000 recorded       
mutations  and especially one that is said to give rise to a dangerous new 
wave? Considering that scientists doubt that these vaccines can 
deal with other mutation of the virus, what is the reason of using 
them?  

•  Why do we need vaccines that may not prevent the infection and 

transmission - as affirmed by the WHO, by the England's deputy chief 
medical officer, by dr. Fauci and even by Pfizer’s chairman - but may 
even have the contrary effect, as suggested by the reality of outbreaks in 
care homes that occurred soon after vaccination?  

•  If according to both Reg. 174 for healthcare professionals and Reg. 174 

for recipients, the Pfizer vaccine is contraindicated to persons with 
hypersensitivity to the active substance and all the other ingredients, why 
are not people tested for sensitivity, particularly to the active 
substance and PEG before having their first vaccine?  (introduction to 
the document ‘NOTICE OF CRITICAL INFORMATION & LIABILITY 
CONCERNING THE COVID-19 VACCINATION IN THE UK’  which was 
sent via email on February 6, to all members of UK and Scottish 
Parliaments plus other authorities in the NHS, MHRA, JCVI          — see   
https://communityawarescotland.info/new-covid-%26other-vaccines  )  

These new, never used before mRNA vaccines have not been investigated for long term safety and efficacy, for interaction with 
other vaccines and medications, and even their short term safety in the case of immunocompromise people or people who already 
had covid is unknown. The effect on female and male fertility, pregnancy and breastfeeding has not been investigated through 
clinical trials. Numerous doctors and scientists have spoken out, despite severe censorship, pointing to the severe dangers of these 
vaccines, and, based on peer reviewed literature, showed the mechanisms through which they can and will cause severe disability, 
neurological  damage, infertility and miscarriages, autoimmune diseases, cancer and death. Numerous reports appearing on 
social media (and some even on mainstream media) since December on prove that all these severe adverse events have indeed 
been seen after vaccinations, in many cases expressed as clear manifestations of immediate post-vaccination sickness.         
If even younger people often report serious adverse effects after vaccination, it is obvious that this could prove lethal for the 
elderly who are frail, immunocompromised and exposed to viral interference due to the previous flu vaccination. The doctors 
and scientists who stood up against the use of these experimental genetically engineered vaccines issued the most dire warnings 
against their use on elderly people. More recently, after clusters of deaths occurring after vaccination worldwide we have seen official 
measures in several nations effectively blocking the covid-vaccination of seniors: ‘Chinese Health Experts called to suspend Pfizer's 

mRNA Vaccine for elderly after Norwegian deaths’ (Jan 15), ‘Germany has stopped the approval of vaccination of the over 65 

with the mRNA vaccines from Astrazeneca’ (Jan 28) and in February we already had ‘Spain, Germany, Italy and other countries 

banning the use of COVID-19 vaccines for those over 55’. Let’s note also that the design of these vaccines’ trials shows clearly that 

the period of active surveillance after the vaccination last summer is still unfolding, therefore they are still in their experimental 
phase; being experimental, their rollout on population goes against the main principles of the Nuremberg Code. 
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https://ppjg.me/2021/02/09/spain-germany-france-italy-and-other-countries-ban-use-of-covid-19-vaccine-for-those-over-55-youtube/?fbclid=IwAR1dko-qwGggoYLjIuzy7uykcBGk2s7NM29X8fvvYomYUTITMK20KvhsJg0
https://ppjg.me/2021/02/09/spain-germany-france-italy-and-other-countries-ban-use-of-covid-19-vaccine-for-those-over-55-youtube/?fbclid=IwAR1dko-qwGggoYLjIuzy7uykcBGk2s7NM29X8fvvYomYUTITMK20KvhsJg0


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There have been many clusters of deaths in UK care homes (in just 
2 months since the vaccination campaign started: ‘weekly Covid 
deaths in care homes nearly TRIPLED in a fortnight with 1,705 
residents dying in England and Wales’ (Jan 22), ‘the rate of 
covid deaths with the over 60 has quadrupled in London’ (Jan 
8), ‘the Covid related deaths in English care homes jumped by 
46%’ (Jan 19) etc; the reality is that these sudden outbreaks 
coinciding with vaccination are a convenient way to dismiss the 
possibility of vaccine damage that has been admitted by the FDA & 
other agencies. Please see the very documented UK Column: “Why 
Is There A Correlation Between The Vaccine Rollout And 
Increased COVID–19 Mortality?’ and google ‘rushed vaccines’… 
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